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LG Electronics Ultra-High-De¿nition 4K TV
Ushering in a new era in home entertainment, the ¿rst “Ultra High De¿nition” Àat-panel TV recently began appearing on store shelves in the United States. The 84LM9600
is an 84-inch LED TV that offers a native resolution of
3840 x 2160 pixels (that’s a massive 8 million pixels),
quadrupling the level of detail from current 1080p TV
sets. Before so-called “4K” content is available, LG’s upconversion engine promises to deliver higher detail from
current video sources. The 84LM9600 boasts a growing
Smart TV ecosystem, which is composed of over 1,000
apps. The Smart TV ecosystem can be navigated using LG’s Magic Remote, which allows users to make commands using the control modes of Voice Recognition, Wheel, Magic Gesture and Point. It also features LG’s
CINEMA 3D technology and an imbedded 2D to 3D conversion engine. MSRP: $19,999 US. The 84LM9600 is
expected to land in the Great White North sometime in 2013. www.lg.com

Bryston BDA-2 Digital to Analog Converter
The BDA-2 is a state-of-the-art stereo DAC using fully discrete
Class-A proprietary Bryston analog circuits, two independent (analog and digital) linear power supplies and dual 32-bit AKM DAC
chips. It also utilizes a new asynchronous USB input capable of
192/24bit resolution. The BDA-2 delivers inherent Àexibility with an impressive array of inputs for high resolution USB, COAX, OPTICAL, AES-EBU and BNC-equipped digital devices. Audio outputs include both balanced
XLR as well as unbalanced RCA. The BDA-2 is RS-232 software upgradeable, making it the most user-friendly
high performance USB DAC on the market. MSRP: $2,395 CAD. www.bryston.com

Sinclair Audio Soundbars and Bluetooth Speakers
Sinclair Audio has just expanded its product line-up with the introduction
of the Sculptura TV1 and TV2 Sound Bars, and the WBT50 Bluetooth
speakers. The TV1 is a dual woofer, dual tweeter sound bar capable of
producing bass output without a subwoofer that de¿es logic. It’s equipped
with Bluetooth so that it can stream music from compatible devices, a
remote and a good selection of inputs. The TV2 offers all the same functionality but has four woofers to play louder and comes with a wireless, 8”,
100 watt subwoofer for the ultimate in décor friendly high performance
audio. The new WBT50 Bluetooth bookshelf speaker promises impressive sound performance, functionality and versatility. It’s equipped with
2 optical, 1 Stereo RCA, and 1 mini jack input so other devices can easily
connect to it. It also includes Bluetooth to wirelessly stream music, and
two USB 5v inputs to charge your devices. MSRP (CAD): TV1 ($329),
TV2 ($499) and WBT50 ($499/pair). www.sinclairaudio.com. Distributed in Canada by Erikson Consumer, 514-457-6674.
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NuForce UDH-100 USB-only DAC and Single-Ended Class-A Headphone Ampli¿er
The UDH-100 incorporates several NuForce innovations and
a number of technological advancements seldom seen at its
price point. With its single USB input, it stands as the ideal device for those who have no need of other sources. The UDH100’s features include a precision digital volume control, a
high-power single-ended Class-A headphone ampli¿er section
with extremely low distortion, a high-resolution analog RCA output stage, and a convenient wireless remote. The
UDH-100 employs a true, 24-bit, 192kHz DAC that accurately converts digital audio data to an analog signal at its
native sampling rate. No up-sampling or other questionable data-manipulation is employed. Its headphone amp is
capable of delivering pristine sound, and excels at driving high-sensitivity/low-impedance headphones.
www.nuforce.com MSRP: $699 CAD. Distributed in Canada by VMAX Services, 1-888-271-0543.

Monitor Audio MASS Home Cinema System
The new diminutive MASS home cinema system from Monitor Audio offers a
space-ef¿cient design, packed with technology and easy-installation features.
The MASS 10 satellite speaker and its centre-channel counterpart have a stylish construction and an eye-catching curved design that is ribbed internally
and enhanced by variable wall thickness to produce the most inert enclosure
for the twin C-CAM drivers: a newly developed 1” tweeter and 4” bass/midrange. Underpinning the satellites is a bass engine of equal caliber. The W200
active subwoofer is primed with the precision-crafted ordinance of twin 10” bass drivers and a potent 220W Class
D ampli¿er. The on-board ampli¿er is controlled by an advanced DSP, custom-tuned to optimize the response
characteristics of the drivers for the deep, sustained bass delivery that distinguishes the best home cinema systems.
MSRP (CAD): MASS 5.1 System ($1,299), MASS 5.0 ($699), MASS Subwoofer ($599). www.monitoraudio.ca.
Distributed in Canada by Kevro International, 1-800-667-6065.

Nordost Red Dawn Power Cord
Nordost is aiming to set the standard for performance with the introduction of its
new Red Dawn power cord. The Red Dawn power cable offers a much improved
performance over the stock power cables supplied with most AV equipment. Unlike
conventional power cables that use thick insulation which impedes current Àow and
slows transient response, the new, heavier gauge, Red Dawn cable offers improved
transient response, better power transfer and increased thermal ef¿ciency. Each
power cord is handcrafted in Massachusetts and utilizes Nordost’s proprietary Extruded FEP manufacturing techniques. The Red Dawn power cord uses three Àexible, multi-strand 99.9999 oxygen
free, copper 14 AWG conductors to ensure increased power transfer and optimum performance. Sonically, you are
left with a precision that gives a real sense of three-dimensional space to the soundstage. MSRP: $349 US/1 meter
length (additional half meter increments are $75 US). www.nordost.com

NuForce S3-BT Wireless Bluetooth Loudspeakers
The S3-BT is an active loudspeaker that features the latest aptX and ACC technology for clear, full-bodied, distortion-free audio streamed over Bluetooth. Its 3.5-inch woofer employs a proprietary anti-resonance cone and
powerful magnet assembly. Similarly, the 1-inch tweeter consists of a custom-designed soft dome design for negligible
distortion and smooth, natural sound. An ef¿cient on-board
Class-D ampli¿er provides 18 watts of power to each channel.
And, for the eye, the speakers’ outer shells are wrapped in soft
white or black leatherette. Additional analog inputs allow for
connecting a TV or other entertainment devices to the S3-BT.
NuForce’s own Air DAC wireless system can also be connected to the S3-BT speakers for even higher quality wireless
audio streaming. MSRP: $349 CAD/pair. www.nuforce.com.
Distributed in Canada by VMAX Services, 1-888-271-0543.
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Good Vibrations
Understanding How Vibrations Impact the Sound of Your System and How to Eliminate Them
Malcolm J. Gomes
Audio is a wonderful hobby that brings
great pleasure to millions around the
world through their aural senses. However, few audio enthusiasts will deny
that our wonderful hobby is plagued by
a few product categories that Àatter only
to deceive. These are usually promoted
by charlatans who talk such a great game,
their mesmerizing sales pitches actually
brainwash us into believing that we can
hear sonic improvements that are non existent. This is why, I am reluctant to listen
to a sales pitch before I hear any audio
component, based on the premise that if
there is a genuine sound improvement, my
ears will detect it and I don’t need a sales
pitch that could potentially brainwash me.
Having said that, there are a lot of audio

related products that seem to fall
into the category of snake oil and
voodoo but on further scrutiny,
they turn out to be the real McCoy after all. The subject of this
article deals with such an audio
product category, namely, products that help our audio components perform without being subjected to structural and airborne
vibrations.
I ¿rst encountered this category of products, when my good Black Diamond Racing LM Series Shelf
friend Donald Jeffrey Casser
worth my time. Then one day DJ just de(better known as DJ) tried to get
me to try out his vibration busting prod- cided to ship to me his Black Diamond
ucts. My ¿rst reaction to DJ was “I pre- Racing ‘The Shelf’. I was still skeptical
fer not to waste my time with snake oil”. but gave in to DJ’s argument that I had
For the longest time I resisted even trying nothing to lose by trying it out. I placed
them out, convinced that it was just not the ‘The Shelf’ under my CD player, quite
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goodvibrations
convinced that I would not hear any
difference.
Imagine my surprise when this
product not only proved me wrong,
but also did so very emphatically. I
apologized to DJ and thanked him
for being so persistent. Sadly, DJ
succumbed to lung cancer in January 2012, but the legacy he left
behind, lives on. Following that experience, I promised myself never
again to dismiss any audio product
as voodoo without trying it ¿rst,
irrespective of how outlandish it
looks or how improbable the performance claims are. Thus began my
fascinating journey into the world
of platforms, stands, cones, pillows,
discs and other products that protect
audio components from airborne
and structural vibrations.
The difference that these products
make is not in what they add to the
sound but rather what they eliminate. Unbeknownst to most listeners, there is a fair amount of grunge
in the sound of most audio systems,
which our brains attempt to tune
out so that we are not so aware of
it. However the effort by our brains
to block this grunge does expend
energy, which results in higher listening fatigue. A good example to
illustrate this point is the ambient
noise picked up by our ears and vibration picked up by our bodies that
we are exposed to when travelling
on an aircraft. After 5 to 10 minutes
on the aircraft, our brains tune this
out so well, we are not aware of it
anymore unless someone brings
our attention to it. However, just
because we are no longer aware of
it, does not mean that it is not taking a toll on our bodies, which is
evidenced in the jet lag that we feel
after a long Àight. If you use noisecancelling headphones on long haul
Àights, the jet lag is signi¿cantly reduced, thus proving the point.
Today, I use these products extensively in my reference system and
I can vouch for the positive impact
that they have on the sound. One
of the more obvious improvements
that I could easily perceive is the
reduction in glare (especially with
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digital sources) while retaining the aerospace grade carbon ¿ber, which
resolution in the music. There is is crafted to military speci¿cations.
also a perceivable improvement in The modular system of BDR prodthe reproduction of the subtleties ucts offer a very good upgrade path
and nuances in the music, obtained in that, they can be used in isolation
by dropping the noise Àoor.
and in combination with other BDR
The sound stage also bene¿ts products. There is a boon for those
quite dramatically, becoming wider, with limited budgets as you can
deeper and more holographic. The start with the affordable BDR cones,
air between the instruments also pillows and discs and then slowly
becomes more obvious. In short, build up to the shelves. This means
it makes good audio components that you can ease into the world of
sound more musical and therefore vibration isolation as quickly or as
reduces the fatigue factor quite sig- slowly as your pocket book will allow.
ni¿cantly.
Moving up the food chain of viAs I journeyed through this world
of vibration busting products, I bration isolation products brings us
discovered that some components to Harmonic Resolution Systems
bene¿t more than others from their whose stands cost more than many
use. Source components like CD total high-end audio systems. Mike
players and turntables bene¿t the Latvis, the brains behind HRS, took
most. Components with moving a path to vibration isolation that is
parts also register a greater degree quite different to the one adopted
of performance improvement when by BDR.
According to Mike, the vibrations
compared to their counterparts
without moving parts. Ampli¿ers that plague audio systems come
(especially tube) are also able to from multiple paths and over a
perform closer to their optimum broad frequency range. In his view,
level when isolated from structural the best isolation systems should
and airborne vibrations with the reduce vibration across the entire
most perceptible improvement de- spectrum of input frequencies and
tected in the bass, which becomes from all sources. The two primary
more tuneful.
sources of performance degrading
Although the goals of all vibra- vibration are structure borne and air
tion isolation products are the same, borne. Structure borne vibrations
the modus operandi to reach this are either transmitted through adjagoal varies widely amongst various cent structures of audio equipment
manufacturers. Getting back to my or can be inherent within the design
late friend DJ, I have to credit him and construction of the component
with developing one of the more ef- itself. This vibrational energy unfective methods. The technological dergoes modi¿cation as it travels to
path that DJ chose was to tap into the sensitive circuits in the compothe unique properties of carbon ¿- nent and can be ampli¿ed when the
ber and its ability to
provide vibration and
resonance isolation. I
remember asking DJ
why he chose carbon
¿ber to which he replied “carbon ¿ber
has ¿ve times the tensile strength of steel, I
can’t think of any other
material that would be
better for use in vibration isolation”.
BDR products use Harmonic Resolution Systems Damping Plates
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goodvibrations
stiffness of the supporting structure
or the component itself has a natural frequency near the invading frequency.
The main source of air-borne vibration is the sound generated by
your loudspeakers. Other sources
can be loud human voice and vibrating devices, which generate
sound waves that reach the audio
components. Like structure borne
vibrations, the frequency range of
airborne vibrations is broad and
complex. These vibrations can
travel from the source through the
air and directly impact the outer
shell of the audio component or
they can be transmitted through
the structures used to support your
audio equipment. A portion of this
air-borne energy is converted into
mechanical vibration when it contacts the audio equipment and support structure of your system.
The HRS Isolation Base minimizes input vibration, provides signi¿cant levels of isolation, and controls
residual energy by employing optimized geometry, mass, impedance,
and a proprietary elastomer formulation. According to HRS, this
eliminates harmful vibration across
the audio spectrum by maximizing
energy dissipation and by converting chassis noise to heat.
To control airborne vibrations
and resonance, HRS offers damping plates that are placed on the
top of components. These employ
mass, stiffness, and a proprietary
elastomer formulation to convert
into heat, the airborne vibrations
that pollute the chassis of the component.
Another highly regarded brand
of vibration busting products is
Critical Mass Systems, which was
founded by Joe Lavrencik. I had
the pleasure of dealing with Joe a
few years ago and he proved to be a
very knowledgeable and passionate
individual.
Rather than trying to dampen
the vibrations that plague audio
components, Joe decided to take a
completely different route, which
he calls direct coupling. In this
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Harmonic Resolution Systems S1 Isolation Base
methodology, Joe’s design functions like an antenna in that it actually attracts airborne and structural
vibration and then forces it to travel
evenly in all directions so as to dissipate literally into thin air, without
allowing it to adversely affect audio
components. According to Joe, this
is a superior method to the vibration
dampening method used by many
of his competitors.
Joe claims that the ¿lter utilized
in the direct coupling method wicks
the unwanted energy between the
rack and the component. This system establishes a two-way link between the components and the Àoor.
This allows a lightning fast exchange of energy between the Àoor,
air and the component which is
managed by the patented ¿lter to allow audio components to reproduce
sound that is perceived as “live” by
the extremely complex and sophisticated human hearing mechanism.
There are many other brands of
vibration busting products in price
ranges from just $10 to $10,000 and
beyond. If you decide to obtain the
bene¿t of these products, I would
suggest that you try them out before
you pull the trigger. This is because
with this category of products, price
is not always the best indicator of
performance level. I have come
across many reasonably priced

products of this genre that totally
outperform their counterparts that
cost 7 to 10 times their price.
It would also be wise to choose a
product with a price that is in line
with the cost of your audio system.
For example, it may not be too prudent to invest $ 4,500 in vibration
control products when your audio
system costs $7,000. You may also
want to weigh the option of upgrading your component against buying
a vibration control product that will
set you back for the same amount.
For instance, if you own a $500
CD player, upgrading to a $1,000
CD player might be a better option than buying a $500 vibration
control platform to place under it.
That is not to say that the platform
will not make your $500 CD player
sound like a $1,000 model. Rather,
what I am recommending is that
you try out both options to gauge
which one will give you bigger
bang for your buck.
I was surprised to discover that
the better vibration control products have better than average resale
value in the world of audio. These
products, when listed on Audiogon
or CAM sell really fast even when
they are priced at 50% to 70% of
their brand new price. This in itself
is a testament to their proven performance.
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An Introduction to Phono Stages

George de Sa
With the resurgence of vinyl and all things input and as simple as that music began
related to the medium, more and more to play. With the introduction of the
people are jumping on the vinyl band- Compact Disc (CD) in 1982 and its rapid
wagon. No longer is vinyl constrained growth thereafter, vinyl sales, as well as
to the realms of the audiophile; rather, it those of turntables began to take a dive. It
has begun to proliferate in the hands of wasn’t long before audio component manthe masses. Some are simply attracted ufactures caught on and in their eagerness
to vinyl for nostalgic reasons, others be- to cut costs, the phono input soon went
cause it’s hip and trendy. However, there the way of the dodo. What did this mean?
are a growing number who appreciate Well, it meant that if you purchased a
the sound that vinyl can deliver, the very newer preampli¿er / integrated ampli¿er
unique mix of sonic qualities that it can / receiver, it no longer came with a phono
serve up and for these ones, learning more input and there was no way to connect
about vinyl playback is a map to hidden your turntable directly. Well, to be honest,
treasures. For a moment, just consider you actually still could connect it directly
what goes into playing back a vinyl re- but nothing remotely listenable would be
cord. There is the turntable with its platter, heard. Why? It’s because the output sigthe tonearm, the cartridge with stylus, and nal of the common turntable is very difthen there comes the receiver or maybe a ferent then that of a CD/DVD player, tape
pre-ampli¿er with accompanying ampli- deck, computer sound card or even a por¿er and of course, the speakers. Is that table music player - enter, the phono stage.
it? Not quite, we’ve missed naming the
A phono stage is a device that modi¿es or
phono stage, also referred to as the pho- in other words, “stages”, the output signal
no preampli¿er, phono ampli¿er, phono of a connected turntable, before it can be
step-up or turntable preamp. Knowing a preampli¿ed in a standard manner. Bear
thing-or-two or perhaps even three about with me, while I explain. Within older
the phono stage is a must for those who preampli¿ers / receivers, which had a trahope to reap the bene¿ts from their vinyl ditional phono input, there lay a built-in
collections. All-too-often the phono stage phono stage. Selecting the “phono” input
is reduced to nothing more than an after- resulted in this built-in phono stage being
thought and it shouldn’t be.
engaged. With the phono stage engaged,
In the past, pre-1990, the typical audio the direct signal received from the conpreampli¿er / integrated ampli¿er / re- nected turntable was modi¿ed or staged
ceiver came with an input called “phono”. before it was passed on to the standard
Those with a phonograph, more common- internal preampli¿er circuit, within the
ly called a turntable, simply connected it receiver / preampli¿er. In newer, more
directly to the back of one of these pre- common preampli¿ers / receivers / inteampli¿ers / receivers, selected the phono grated ampli¿ers, a dedicated phono input
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no longer exits and therefore, no internal
phono stage. To use a turntable with these
new components, the turntable must ¿rst
be connected to a separate phono stage
that can modify or stage the signal before
it can be used by these preampli¿ers / receivers. These separate phono stages are
sold as stand-alone audio components or
in the case of a few budget oriented turntable products, are actually incorporated
within the turntable itself. Surprisingly,
there are still a handful of new preampli¿ers / receivers that continue to offer a standard or perhaps optional phono input and
corresponding internal phono stage.
Now that you know what a phono stage
is and in most simple terms, why you need
one, let me explain what a phono stage actually does. As mentioned earlier, a phono
stage modi¿es or stages the direct output
signal of a connected turntable. This staging involves two key aspects: 1) boosting
and; 2) equalizing.
Boosting
Turntables generate an electrical output
signal via their cartridge and incorporated stylus / needle assembly. The movement of the stylus as it travels within the
grooves of the record is converted into an
electrical signal by way of very tiny magnets within wire coils within the cartridge.
This electrical current is sent via small
and delicate wires through the inside of
the tonearm and out via the turntable’s
output cable / plug connections. Since
the cartridge and magnets are so small
the generated electrical signal is also very
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introtophonostages
small and much lower than that RIAA equalization applied when 10 and 1,000 ohms.
of a typical CD / DVD player. In the record was cut. This process reWhat do these differences in MM
fact, the direct output voltage of a stores the original true Àat response and MC cartridges mean, when it
turntable is generally a 1000 times curve of the recording. Thus, the comes to the phono stage? Well, it
less (sometimes much, much lower) phono stage is essential in restoring means that MC cartridges demand
than that of an average CD / DVD the original balanced (Àat) frequen- more signal boost given their lower
player. This requires that the direct cy response to a recording, making output and will demand that the
output signal from the turntable be it sound accurate and realistic.
phono stage works harder to mainboosted (or preampli¿ed), before it
tain control of the output, given the
is sent to a preampli¿er / receiver. Cartridge Type (MM or MC)
low output impendence. To address
Since the phono stage actually pre- Along with the key aspects of boost- these more demanding needs of a
ampli¿es the direct signal from the ing and equalization that a phono MC cartridge, a MC compatible
turntable, before it is sent on to the stage provides, the type of cartridge phono stage must provide an adpreamplifcation circuit within a used with the turntable must be con- ditional level of boost to the outconnected preampli¿er / receiver – sidered. Magnetic pick-up cartridg- put signal from the turntable. This
the phono stage could actually be es are by far the predominant class additional step-up in voltage is
considered a pre-preampli¿er (and of cartridge used today and they accomplished by way of a pre-preno, that’s not a stutter).
come in two main varieties: mov- preampli¿er stage (yes, that’s preing magnet (MM) and moving coil pre- pre and it’s still not a stutter). It
Equalization
(MC), with MM being the more should also be noted that to perform
Since recordings are captured on
well, a MC cartridge will also need
vinyl within the grooves and lower
a phono stage that has a lower noise
frequencies require greater side-toÀoor than one, which might happily
side movement of the stylus, and
work with a MM cartridge. Given
correspondingly wider grooves,
these fundamental and substantial
reducing the groove width will aldifferences in output, there exist tolow for more grooves and correday, phono stages that are designed
spondingly longer recordings to be
for MM cartridges, others that work
cut to a vinyl record. A method to
only with MC cartridges and yet
reduce the groove width is to equalothers that are purported to work
ize or alter the frequency response
with both MM or MC cartridges.
(reducing lower frequencies) of prevalent. Within a MM cartridge, In the case of the latter, purists will
the recording before it is cut. In a magnet moves inside a ¿xed coil, claim that there are always comprothe 1950’s a speci¿c equalization while within a MC cartridge quite mises, so phono stages designed to
standard was agreed to by the Re- the opposite happens, the coil actu- handle both MM and MC cartridges
cording Industry Association of ally moves around a ¿xed magnet. will favour either MM or MC and
America (RIAA). RIAA equaliza- Due to this fundamental difference not perform equally well with both
tion allowed for narrower grooves in design, MM and MC cartridges types.
through attenuation or reduction in provide signi¿cantly different outlow frequencies. The majority of put characteristics. MM cartridges Tube or Tubeless
records use RIAA equalization and generally provide between 2 - 10 Much like with most other audio
therefore, are not cut with the origi- mV and MC cartridges about ten components, when considering a
nal true (Àat) frequency response of times less, in the neighbourhood of phono stage the quandary of wheththe original recording but rather, a just 0.2 - 1.0 mV. Though there area er to-tube or not-to-tube comes
signi¿cantly equalized version. In a few high-output MC cartridges into the mix. Three different types
order for the original recording fre- that can provide an output voltage of phono stages exist: solid-state,
quency response to be restored, it similar to that of a MM. In addition valve or hybrid. The bulk of phono
is necessary to reverse the RIAA to the dramatic differences in volt- stage products, especially those in
equalization and this is where the age output, there are also signi¿cant the more affordable range are of
phono stage is crucial. The phono differences in output impendence solid-state / transistor designs but
stage applies an inverse (or oppo- and the resulting load that MM and there continues to be a number of
site) RIAA equalization curve to the MC cartridges present to the pho- valve / tube-based products, as well
direct signal output received from no stage. A typical MM cartridge as those which are of a hybrid dethe turntable. Essentially the phono will have an output impendence of sign – utilizing a combination of
stage boosts the low frequencies around 47,000 ohms, whereas, an solid-state and tube. In these hybrid
and reduces the high frequencies in average MC cartridge has an output designs, the tubes are typically used
a manner that nulli¿es the original impendence of somewhere between as an output buffer to condition and
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soften the output signal before it is sent
to a connected preampli¿er. All three
designs have their supporters and which
is best depends on a number of variables,
including the cartridge, turntable, connected electronics and speakers as well as
personal preferences.
So you have a preampli¿er or receiver
that has an integrated phono input, which
works with your MM or MC cartridge. Are
you done? Maybe, if you’re enthralled by
the sonic performance but as it goes with
everything in audio, the question begs, is
there something better? If this is on your
mind, it is worth considering whether a

stand alone phono stage might be the best
way to improve your vinyl rig. Since vinyl playback is not all about the turntable,
tonearm and cartridge – it could be that
your phono stage is the weakest link in
the chain. Most phono stages that come
integrated within a preampli¿er / receiver
are simply a low-cost solution; of course,
there are always exceptions. As the price
and quality of the preampli¿er and/or the
cost of an integrated phono stage option
increases, so should the performance but
this is not a certainty. Logic would have
it that a stand-alone phono stage that has
been designed speci¿cally to optimize

vinyl playback should outperform something that has been designed as a convenience add-on, within a multi-featured
product like a preampli¿er or receiver. In
reality, even this is not a certainty. The
point here is that the phono stage plays an
important role in a vinyl playback system
and any decisions require that you do your
homework to ensure a positive result. My
recommendation is that you do your research, talk to your dealer, talk to fellow
enthusiasts and audition the candidates
carefully before you invest. Just two last
words - caveat emptor.

Here are a few examples of stand-alone phono stages with approximate pricing:
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Cambridge Audio 551P

$139 U.S.

solid-state

MM cartridges

Musical Fidelity V-LPS II

$149 U.S.

solid-state

MM/MC cartridges

Bellari VP-1330

$250 U.S.

tube hybrid

MM cartridges

Clearaudio Nano Phono

$400 U.S.

solid-state

MM/MC cartridges

Vincent PHO-8

$399.95 U.S.

solid-state

MM/MC cartridges

Grado PH-1

$500 U.S.

solid-state

MM cartridges

Clearaudio Basic Plus

$900 U.S.

solid-state

MM/MC cartridges

Graham Slee Era Gold Mk V

$999 U.S.

solid-state

MM cartridges

Parasound JC3

$2,350 U.S.

solid-state

MM/MC cartridges

Zesto Audio Andros PS1

$3,900 U.S.

vacuum tube

MM/MC cartridges
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2012 Holiday Gift Guide
Suave Kajko & Neil Underwood

Under $50
Blu-ray 3D Movie, $35-$40
Surely there’s a 3D movie fan on your shopping
list this year! 2012 witnessed the release of many
new 3D movies ranging from computer animated
Àicks to mega superhero ¿lms. Some of the titles
to consider – Up, Transformers: Dark Side of the
Moon, Puss in Boots, Hugo, The Avengers and Ice
Age: Continental Drift.
Beatles Record (2012 reissues), $25-$30
The entire Beatles album collection is for sale… again! All 12 studio albums, plus the Magical Mystery Tour and Past Masters complications, were released this fall on 180g vinyl. The new masters were copied from analogue to digital using 24-bit/192 kHz resolution
and offer signi¿
g cantly
y improved
p
sound quality. Most of the clicks, pops and sibilance from the original tapes were removed. www.
thebeatles.com
DeoxIT D5 Cleaner, Enhancer and Lubricant, $16.95 US
This is the ultimate product for cleaning and conditioning all your AV connections
from RCA connectors and jacks to AC plug prongs - now with a new environmentally
friendly formula. The amount of atmospheric contaminant build up on your connectors is mostly invisible and when you see the black gunk that is removed with a tiny
amount of DeoxIT D5 you will “see” and hear the improvement in your signal chain.
www.caig.com
WEARCOM Touchscreen

Gloves, $19.50 US
This is a great stocking stuffer for
anyone that uses a capacitive touch
smartphone or tablet… which is
just about everyone. These gloves
will keep users connected with
their mobile devices while keeping warm this winter. The conductive ¿ngertips will allow them to
swipe and pinch at a touchscreen
with pinpoint accuracy. Available
in black, camel, charcoal and gray.
www.alphynind.com

Mobile Fidelity and Analogue

Productions SACD Remasters of

Classic Rock and Jazz, $30-$45
Both of these audiophile labels have embarked over the last couple of years on
remastering a wide variety of classic rock
and jazz titles, employing the best mastering engineers and using the latest remastering DSD gear. Thanks to little or no
compression and utilizing only the original analog master tapes allows us to hear
these recordings as they were meant to be
heard. www.mo¿.com and
www.analogueproductions.com

Beatles – Magical Mystery Tour

DVD/Blu-ray, $30
The Beatles made ¿ve movies during the 1960s but
only one of them was ¿lmed by themselves. In 1967
John, Paul, George and Ringo picked up some cameras,
jumped onto a bus and ¿lmed their own adventures.
The result was the Magical Mystery Tour, capturing the
unique personalities of the guys. And now it’s ¿nally
available on Blu-ray! www.thebeatles.com
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Led Zeppelin Celebration

Day Deluxe Edition (Blu-

ray/DVD/CD), $35 approx.
The legendary rock group Led Zeppelin regrouped in 2007 for what
was arguably the most called for reunion of a rock band since John and
George were still with us. The show
pperformed at London’s O2 Stadium
iis presented here with a 1080i enccoding and DTS HD Master Audio
55.1 and 2 channel LPCM soundtrack
ooptions. An absolute must have for
aall rock fans young and old! A DVD
aand 2 CDs are also included with
tthis deluxe edition.
www.ledzeppelin.com
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martinlogan.com

Mikros™ 90

Mikros™ 70

Executive Styling, Legendary Sound
Inspired by the sonic clarity and detail of our legendary electrostatic speakers, Mikros 70 in-ear and Mikros 90 on-ear
reference headphones deliver all of the realism, richness and purity of sound that MartinLogan’s discerning customers expect.
Obsessive attention to detail, high quality materials, and sleek minimalistic design are deeply engrained in our design
philosophy that we’ve extended to Mikros headphones. Those familiar with the exquisite sound of MartinLogan speakers
no longer have to leave the magic behind.

®
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Gift Ideas $51-$100
PlayStation 3 or Xbox 360 Game, $60-$70
The production quality of many of the latest video games matches and sometimes even surpasses big Hollywood ¿lms. When played on a big screen
and a good 5.1 speaker system, the gaming experience can be nothing shy of
spectacular. If you’ve got a gamer (even a casual one) on your holiday list,
surprise them with one of the hottest games available today - Forza Horizon
(Xbox 360), Call of Duty: Black Ops II (PS3 or Xbox 360), Halo 4 (Xbox
360) or NHL 13 (both consoles).
Movie Poster for the HT or Entertainment Room, $30-$100
Movie buffs love to out¿t their home theatre rooms with favourite movie collectibles and art. A new or classic movie poster is a perfect way to recreate the
authentic atmosphere of a real movie theatre. If you can ¿nd an original poster
for a reasonable price all the better, although a reprint will work just as well.

Belkin Conserve Switch AV Power Bar,

Cardas Protective RCA Caps, $60 for a set of 12
One of the most overlooked areas of AV maintenance or preventative
measures are the exposed RCA inputs and outputs on our AV gear.
Not only atmospheric contaminants can enter uncovered RCA jacks
but stray electrical ¿elds can also be picked up by them and passed
through to audio components. The Cardas protective caps are a simple and highly effective approach to keeping the dirt out of the equipment jacks and also prevent any unwanted EMI/RFI from entering our
gear. Most effective when plugged into unused preamp or AVR inputs.
www.cardas.com
Charlie is My Darling Super

$49
Nearly all audio video components and electronic
devices draw power even when turned off or in
‘stand by’ mode. A surge protector/power bar
like the Conserve Switch AV helps to save energy
and money by allowing you to completely turn
off the power to 8 of its energy saving outlets via
the supplied remote. Two Always-On Outlets are
included for devices that need continuous power,
like PVRs. It also provides power surge and coax
protection. www.belkin.com
Apple iTunes gift card, $100
Your gift list most certainly contains someone who
loves their Apple device. Whether they’re into apps,
games or music, a $100 gift card can go a long way in
the app store. Plus it’s always easier to spend someone else’s money! We would recommend a gift card
for Android owners… but they don’t exist. Available
at various retailers. www.apple.ca

D
Deluxe Edition, $99
The Rolling Stones are celebrating
T
ttheir 50th year of rocking and rolling
aand what better way to view their carreer then taking a look back at when
tthe band was a radically groundbreakiing troupe with a touch of innocence
and naivety. This archival collection
allows us a glimpse of the band in
1965 on tour in the USA and gives
us a perspective of what we could anticipate given hindsight. The Super
Deluxe Set includes a 1080p Blu-ray,
DVD, LP and 2 CDs covering all analog, digital and video needs.
www.rollingstones.com

Pyle Retro Home Telephone Collection, $89 US +
These retro phones resemble old-fashion rotary models, but they feature simple-to-use
buttons for answering landline and smartphone calls. Users can easily switch between the
two devices, merging the simplicity of a landline with the feature-packed smartphones of
today. The collection consists of four different models handcrafted from real wood and
adorned with brushed copper parts. Using the handset also helps to shield you from up to
99 percent of the radiation absorbed when speaking directly into a smartphone. Compatible with all 3.5mm jack phones and tablets. www.pyleaudio.com
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© Copyright Paradigm Electronics Inc.

Let’s get the party started
Paradigm is a better brand of audio. Better audio means a better
experience and a much better party.
Introducing the Millenia CT speaker system: no receiver required!
Includes 2 speakers with stands, powered subwoofer with cradle, remote,
control box for instant connection to your TV and accessories and all
cables for hook-up. An ideal match for Apple TV and AirPort Express.
www.paradigm.com/shift

SHIFTSERIES

2.1 Audio/Multimedia System

The Official Sound of YOU™

Available at the Apple Store.

™
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Gift Ideas $101-$500
Paradigm SHIFT E3m Earphones, $139
Dedicated music listeners will most certainly appreciate the clean
midrange and more detailed audio from their smartphones, tablets
and other portable audio devices with the SHIFT E3m from Paradigm. The E3m in-ear headphones (reviewed in the June/July 2012
issue) are tuned to Paradigm’s high-end Signature series speakers
and offer a built-in microphone and smartphone remote. What else
could you ask for? www.paradigm.com
m.com
Kimber Kable PK14 Powerkord (6 feet), $240
The PK14 power cord will help to unleash the full potential
of someone’s audio or video components. This cable’s specially optimized copper, chroma free conductor dielectric
and Wattgate economy connectors promise a super quiet
background, a rhythmic sonic articulation and an enhanced
bass resolution. www.kimber.com
Focal Spirit One Headphones, $279
These compact around-the-ear headphones are
T
ddesigned for those on the go. Their closedbback design means that they’ll keep unwanted
aambient noise out while giving you the pleasure of listening to the Focal sound. The
su
hheadband includes two pivot points ensuring a
ccomfortable ¿t for ears of all shapes and sizes.
A remote embedded in the cord is designed for
Nippon Indoor/Outdoor Antenna,
iPhone users to make calls, and manage play$108-$250
A Nippon antenna is the perfect gift for back of music from all Apple devices. www.
.com
someone who doesn’t spend a lot of their focal.com
free time watching TV, in which case paying
the astronomical prices for cable or satellite
TV doesn’t make sense. These high quality
antennas will allow you to pick up most of
the major TV networks in your area and get
an amazing, crystal free HD picture – without any of the nasty compression artifacts
that cable and satellite pictures suffer from.
www.karmond.com

Nintendo Wii U Gaming Sys-

tem, $299 - $349
The Nintendo Wii found its success
with families and casual gamers.
And this holiday season you can ¿nally play Super Mario Bros. in full
1080p glory on the new Wii U system. Included with the console is the
new GamePad which offers a second
window into the video game world
with its 6.2 inch screen. The GamePad includes motion control, a frontfacing camera, a microphone, stereo
speakers, rumble features, a sensor
bar, a stylus, and support for Near
Field Communication (NFC). Now
go jump on some Koopas in Super
Mario’s HD world! www.nintendo.ca

Cambridge Audio DacMagic 100 DAC, $399
The DacMagic 100 is the latest improvement over the original highly rated DAC Magic
and costs $50 less than the original unit! The new unit offers an asynchronous USB
input meaning all clocking of data is done within the unit which allows for better data
transfer and improved sound quality. The unit processes sampling rates from 16 to 24
bits and up to 192 kHz via its two coaxial, single optical and USB inputs. Audio output
is offered via left/right RCA outputs. This is an excellent means to upgrade playback
from your PC or Mac music ¿les! www.cambridgeaudio.com

OPPO BDP-103 Universal Network 3D Blu-ray Disc Player, $499 US
The BDP-103 is the most recent product from the company that has produced the best bang for the buck in universal players for the
past few years. This player is one of the best performers for audio/video playback with two dedicated HDMI outputs - one for audio
and one for video. The player supports Blu-ray, DVD, SACD, DVD-Audio, network streaming, NetÀix, Mobile High De¿nition link
for mobile devices and offers triple USB inputs. The really cool feature is the inclusion of two HDMI inputs which means you can run
other HDMI devices into the player and take advantage of the OPPO’s advanced video processing. www.oppodigital.com
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Kill two
birds with
3
one stone!

751BD 3D Blu-ray Universal Player
The Azur 751BD, designed and
engineered with passion in the UK

Introducing the best sounding
3D Blu-ray player yet!
First, a high-end Blu-ray player using the latest Marvel upscaler, which
delivers jaw-dropping 1080P video.
Second, thanks to the Anagram Technology Q5–24 bit/192khz up-sampler,
as found on Cambridge Audio’s flagship CD players, you get state-of-the-art
playback of your CD’s.
Third, with the supplied wireless dongle, you can stream your entire music
library from your network directly to the Anagram Technology up-sampler.
The result is high-resolution music without a single cable!
At last, a player that deserves to be the centerpiece of any home system.

To locate your nearest dealer, read the latest reviews and more,
visit www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by USA: Audio Plus Services - 800.663.9352 Canada: Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866 271 5689

WI-FI Enabled
Experience BD Prole
2.0 (BD-Live and
BonusView) and other
interactive features.
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Gift Ideas $501-$1000
Paradigm Aera AirPlay Speaker System, $599
This high quality speaker system allows you to wirelessly stream music
from an iPod, iPad, iPhone or computer using Apple’s AirPlay. It also lets
you listen to many popular on-line music streaming sites. A combination of
two aluminum dome tweeters, two 4” bass/midrange drivers and a Class-D
ampli¿er produce a clean, room ¿lling sound. USB and 3.5mm auxiliary
inputs allow for the connection of just about any portable media device.
Using iTunes as the source, you can wirelessly stream different media to
different Aeras placed throughout the house. www.paradigm.com
g
Cambridge Audio Minx 215 Speaker System, $899
These speakers may look tiny but they have the power to transform a small space into a
private cinema. Each Min 11 speaker is a mere 3 inch cube and uses a 2.25 inch BMR
driver. The included subwoofer employs three 6.5 inch woofers (one active/two passive) and prides itself on being able to deliver an amazing amount of bass, while blending perfectly with the satellite speakers. Available in gloss black or white.
www.cambridgeaudio.com

Sonos Music System
System, Price varies by choice

of components
Setting up a wired or wireless multi-room music system has never
been easier or more affordable. A custom Sonos system can stream
music from any home computer or NAS and is assembled by choosing components that best suit your needs. Five different components
exist - the PLAY:3 and PLAY:5 all-in-one players, the BRIDGE module (allows all players to connect wirelessly), the CONNECT module (turns any existing stereo into a music streaming system) and the
CONNECT:AMP (turns any pair of speakers into a music streaming
system). A Sonos system can be controlled using a smartphone or a
tablet. A Sono SUB can be added to any module for improved bass.
www.sonos.com
Marantz SR5007 AV Receiver, $929
The SR5007 may be the company’s entry level AVR but it is packed with
features and supports all current and up-coming trends. This AVR has
7.2 capability, at 100 watts per channel, with 4K video pass through and
up-sampling as well as 3D pass through. You can stream music to it wirelessly via Airplay or use the USB port on the front to attach any Apple
device or USB Àash drive. Download the free Marantz Remote App and
control the AVR and other Marantz products from your Apple or android
device. Great value! www.marantz.com
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NuForce DDA-100 Direct-Digital Integrated

Ampli¿er, $599
The NuForce DDA-100 digital ampli¿er represents extreme value for a 50 watt per channel ampli¿er. This amp
converts the digital audio signal into analog form at the
last possible stage (the PWM ampli¿er output) offering a
level of performance normally achieved by more expensive gear. Its suite of inputs consists of four digital-only
inputs including a USB, coax and two Toslink optical.
There is also a single optical output. Audiophile performance at a budget price point! www.nuforce.com
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Bryston BHA-1 Headphone Ampli¿er

Phil Gold

pin DIN sockets, also for balanced head- creet operational amps (six of them here)
phones. The BHA-1 can drive three pairs as used in Bryston’s new SP3 processor.
Here’s a very ambitious new product from of headphones at once if you like, one in An earlier iteration of these amp modules
Peterborough’s Bryston Limited. It’s a unbalanced (standard) con¿guration, and is found in Bryston’s stereo preamps. This
fair assumption that Bryston knows a two in balanced. And it works. I’ve tried it. new version provides a simpler signal
Fully balanced operation is not that com- path through careful redesign and high
thing or two about ampli¿ers. For most
of its existence Bryston has majored in mon and usually comes at a signi¿cantly quality parts. The amp operates in dual
amps of all kinds - preamps, power amps, higher price because it means doubling mono, dual differential Class A mode for
integrated amps, amps for active speakers up on all the circuitry. Bryston introduced the ultimate in signal-to-noise ratio. The
and so on. But in recent years the com- the BHA-1 with no rear panel outputs in volume pot is a laser trimmed Noble depany branched out into innovative digital mid 2012 but quickly realized some us- sign and the all important power supply
products including DACs, digital players ers would like balanced outputs dedicated is based on a large toroidal transformer
and surround processors. The newest cat- to driving a power amp. So the company (a hallmark of Bryston designs) and four
egories from Bryston are the BIT series of recently added two more sockets parallel high capacity capacitors among the many
power conditioners, the Model T speakers to the left/right DIN pair up front. Now components mounted on a single large
and this new headphone amp, the BHA-1 the BHA-1 can operate as a full balanced PCB with a minimal amount of hard wir(for Bryston Headphone Amp One). As is preamp and you can expect a small price ing and an immaculate layout. Input and
typical of Bryston electronics, the BHA-1 increase soon to cover the cost of this run- output connectors are gold coated. There
($1,395) is built like a tank, guaranteed for ning change. There are three inputs avail- is even a remote trigger on the rear panel
20 years and available in black or silver able – a miniplug for MP3 type sources, to power up other compatible components.
¿nish, with an option for rack mounting. It a regular pair of RCAs and a pair of bal- The amp is rated at 0.5 wpc (maximum
shares its analog output modules with the anced DIN inputs. It’s a full width com- 5wpc) and offers 14dB or 20dB of gain acbrilliant new SP3 surround processor, now ponent, ¿nished to Bryston’s usual high cording to the position of the gain switch.
standards, and quite low slung. It meaSo far, so good. There’s obviously a lot
making big waves internationally.
Is this a me too product, or does Bryston sures just 11.25 inches front to back. The of Àexibility here. Some might question
have something special to offer? The most BHA-1 looks good and feels good as you the need for a balance control but as long
obvious sign that something special is go- operate the controls. You’ll need to do as it’s well implemented I’m happy to see
ing on is the row of three DIN sockets that often, since there is no remote control. it. So two questions remain. How did it
next to the 1/4-inch headphone jack on You get a choice of low or high output, a sound, and how well did it match up with
the front panel. One of these is a four pin substantial volume control, an input selec- the various headphones and power amps
at hand?
socket for balanced headphones, while tor, balance control and an on/off switch.
To evaluate its potential I used it ¿rst
Internally the BHA-1 uses the same disthe other two are a left/right pair of three
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with a number of excellent Sennheiser to soar, extendheadphones ¿tted with stan- ing the frequency response
dard plugs. First my canal in both directions, improving
earphones, the Ultimate Ears de¿nition and imaging while
UE10Pro. You’ll have to maintaining an iron grip in
take my word for it, because the bass. The Bryston did
these phones are molded to very well with this hard to
the exact shape of my ears drive headphone, matching
so only I can use them. But the superb Solo quality and
they sounded great with the surpassing it again in maxiBryston. The bass was deep mum sound levels. On some
and Àat, the treble clear; no tracks I preferred the Solo,
chestiness or distortion was on others the Bryston, and
evident. But truth to tell, the my houseguests had similar
UE10Pro is very easy to drive, experiences.
so these ef¿cient phones do
But this is not the end of
not stretch the Bryston like the story. My good friends
some of the other phones in at Cardas supplied me with
my collection. Moving to the a balanced version of their
AKG K701, and comparing Clear Headphone Cable, terthe sound against other ¿ne minated in a pair of three pin
headphone amps such as the DIN plugs, so that I could
Graham Slee Ultralinear Dia- test the Bryston as it was
mond Edition (an earlier ver- meant to be driven - fully
sion of which I reviewed for balanced end to end. Feeding
CANADA HiFi in Aug/Sept the Bryston I used a pair of
2011), I could barely tell the Nordost Valhalla balanced
difference. Both amps drew interconnects cables from
excellent sound from the an EMM Labs XDS1 CD/
K701, the Solo perhaps a SACD Player, and I fed both
little warmer and the Bryston components using Valhalla
with a clear edge in maxi- power cords.
mum output level. The K701
The high/low switch on the
is a less ef¿cient load than front of the Bryston provides
the UE10Pro but its ultimate an extra 6dB of gain, which
sound quality is limited more is exactly the amount needed
by the quality of its cable to match the volume difthan by any de¿ciencies in ference between the unbalthe Bryston. So for my most anced and balanced outputs
extended tests, I switched on the Bryston. So keeping
to the formidable and much both lengths of Clear cable
more expensive Sennheiser connected I could perform
HD800. This is a reference A/B testing on the HD800
level component, but sadly between the balanced and
it too is limited in its abili- unbalanced outputs just by
ties by the cable that comes changing the connectors at
with it. Unlike the AKG the headphone end (a 10
K701, the HD800’s cable is second job) and Àipping a
socketed so you can upgrade switch. I did this repeatedly
its performance by substitut- over a vast range of music,
ing an after-market cable of and the balanced output was
your choice. My choice is the always preferable. The sound
superb Cardas Clear Head- was at once larger, more diphone Cable, which alone mensional and more relaxing
costs more than many a good to listen to, more natural and
set of headphones. I love this more vibrant. The differcable because it allows the ences were not large but they
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were clear. This was the best headphone
sound I’ve heard to date short of some
very expensive and exotic electrostatic
headphones. It is possible that what I was
hearing was not any addition to the signal
provided by the balanced output and cable
but rather I was losing some tiny amount
of noise that had a slight masking effect
on the sound, or some slight cross-channel
interference which is impossible to completely suppress when both channels share
a common return. An unbalanced jack has
just three leads going to the 4 pins on the
headphones, while the balanced connection keeps left and right completely apart.
Whatever the reason, the effect was clear.
If you are really serious about headphone
listening and your phones are capable of
balanced operation, go for it.
My clear preference for balanced over
unbalanced operation (everything else
being equal) should mean the balanced
mode with the Bryston outperforms the
unbalanced Solo, and that was my experience too. An additional bonus with fully
balanced operation is that the amp has
increased headroom at high output levels, allowing higher volume levels to be
reached without strain. This isn’t normally
an issue with most headphones, but there
are some phones even less ef¿cient than
the HD800s, such as the HiFiMAN HE6
and the extraordinary AKG K1000, alas
no longer made. The Bryston managed to
drive the K1000 to reasonably high levels
through its balanced four pin DIN socket,
but it was not able to do it full justice. I
would have liked a little more range in
the volume control. AKG recommends
direct connection to the speaker terminals
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of a power amp or integrated amp so this more complex circuitry but a simpler soshould not come as a surprise.
lution might be to offer a bigger difference
Now let’s consider the Bryston as a fully between the high and low output settings
balanced preamp, feeding a ModWright on the front panel switch (12dB or 18dB
KWA150 SE power amp. Sonically the perhaps), or even a three position gain
Bryston sounded very good - clean, ar- switch.
ticulate, wide bandwidth and dynamic.
This same volume control range and
I ran with it for a week and never felt gain switch seem to be well suited to headshortchanged. Naturally it doesn’t have phones of different sensitivity and impedthe re¿nement, de¿nition and soundstage ance, and under no circumstances could
of the best dedicated stereo preamps, nor I detect any background noise or hum,
the multiple inputs and remote control even on maximum gain. I suspect that if
that go with them, but it also doesn’t have the maximum gain were higher, the outtheir price tag. Expect to pay upwards of put circuitry and the power supply would
$4,000 for a Parasound Halo JC2 if you have all the juice they need to drive even
want something to eclipse the Bryston the AKG K1000 to high levels. In other
sonically. But even at the comparatively words, this headphone amp is just coastmodest price of $1,395, I do have some ing under all normal loads, and this is
reservations. In my system at least, the something we have come to expect from
balanced output level is higher than the Bryston and a factor in the company being
power amp is expecting, leaving me with able to offer a 20 year warranty.
a just the ¿rst 20 degrees of the volume
Now forget my small reservations and
control to cover a wide range of listen- let’s recognize an outstanding bargain in
ing levels even on its low output setting. balanced headphone amps. If the Bryston
In unbalanced mode you can use a wid- sold for $2500 I would not have been surer range on the volume control but that prised and it would still offer strong value.
rather defeats the bene¿t of having a bal- At its current price it is a steal. Buy one
anced preampli¿er in the ¿rst place. Other today.
power amps, such as the Bryston 4BSST²,
may not have this issue, either because
quickinfo
they have sensitivity switches of their
own, or because they have less gain than
the ModWright. The front and rear dual
Bryston Ltd.
DIN outputs are connected in parallel and
www.bryston.com
offer the same output level. In being so
705-742-5325 or 800-632-8217
generous in output as to drive really inef¿cient headphones, perhaps it is inevitable
Bryston BHA-1 Headphone
the maximum output offered is too high
Ampli¿er
for some power amps. To offer different
Price: $1,395 CAD
output levels front and rear would require
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Samsung UN55ES8000F 55-inch 3D LED TV
Michael Osadciw
It was in the Aug/Sept 2012 issue
of CANADA HiFi that I reviewed
Samsung’s excellent Àagship
PN64E8000 plasma television.
Equipped with many of the latest
user technologies and delivering
one of the ¿nest images available,
Samsung’s reference plasma television leaves little to desire. It’s
no surprise that after years of
successful products and good reviews, the same can be said of the
company’s LED televisions. And
just so everyone is clear, and LED
TV is actually an LCD TV which
uses an LED backlight. The UN55ES8000F, under review here,
is part of Samsung’s reference
ES8000 LED series, and offers
nothing but improvements over
previous year’s generation, reviewed in these pages just over a year
ago. Reviewing this TV felt like meeting
up with an old friend; we picked up exactly where we left off but with a few new
stories to tell. The UN55ES8000F retails
for $2,799 and like most higher-end TVs
it offers 3D functionality and smart TV
capability.
The outer edge of the UN55ES8000F
appears almost identical compared to last
year’s D8000 series, taking the picture
right out to the edge of the frame while
keeping the depth incredibly thin at 3 cm.
What’s new for this year is an improved
base which keeps the TV much more upright and stable from edge to edge, rather
than being supported only from the centre.
A camera also protrudes from the top of
the frame for various Smart TV functions.
The connections on the back include 3
HDMI inputs, 3 USB inputs, a terrestrial/
cable RF input (and the TOSlink out for
OTA), RCA component inputs including audio, and a mini-jack for composite
video and audio. The UN55ES8000F has
built-in Wi-Fi capability and also offers a
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hard-wire Ethernet option for faster and
more reliable online service. A 62 page
printed manual is included in the box but
some owners might prefer the expanded
E-manual accessed directly within the
TV’s menu.
Those of you who read the PN64E8000
plasma television review in the Aug/Sept
2012 issue, might remember the many
new controls the Smart TV offered. This
LED set is no different in that respect. It
comes with the traditional and comfortable Samsung infrared remote with large
backlit buttons which is best used when
not utilizing many of the Smart TV functions. The other option is the Bluetooth
Smart Touch Controller which offers far
more functionality. This new remote includes essential buttons for power, channel, and volume up/down as well as some
new keys for menu navigation, voice control, and “slide-and-touch pad” functions.
To utilize its universal remote functionality, you will need to use the external IR
blaster (included) to allow this Bluetooth
remote to send IR commands to other
components. Android or Apple devices

can be used to control this TV as well by
downloading the appropriate app.
The built-in camera I mentioned earlier
can be used for Skype video calling as
well as “Smart Interactions” such as voice
and gesture controls. The camera recognizes hand and arm movements which allow you to change volume and channels,
and control menu navigation. As I quickly
found out with the plasma TV, this LED
TV must be mounted at a height where
the camera can see you for the gesture
controls to work properly. More speci¿cally, the TV can’t be mounted too high.
In practice, I found the voice and gesture
controls worked quite well for basic TV
functions. Maybe it’s becoming the old
school way of doing things, but I did reach
for the “simple” remote often just to get
through items faster. Perhaps the voice
and gesture controls will be more appealing to the younger crowd who are already
familiar with these types of controls in
their gaming systems. Give this feature
a few more years to perfect and I’m sure
it’ll be just as ef¿cient as the hand-held
remote. Until then, consumers have the
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option to enable or disable both features.
In the past I’ve evaluated these Smart
TVs primarily as a television while making note of all of its computer-related experiences. Since Samsung’s Smart Hub
gave me the feeling that the TV and the
PC have converged on the same device,
I’ve taken a different approach while reviewing this TV. I decided to use it as my
computer for online entertainment, web
browsing, music production on Ableton,
and general word processing (including
the writing of this review). When connected to the home network, web and digital media can be enjoyed on a large screen
rather than a puny computer screen. I generally cringe when I hear people watching
movies on small computer screens. Not
only is the monitor never set up correctly
for picture quality, but often the resolution
doesn’t match 1080p and requires unnecessary scaling and artefacts. Using the
UN55ES8000F offers full 1080p as long
as the content is offered in this resolution.
I’ll repeat what I’ve said about Samsung’s
plasma - many activities previously available only on computers are now possible
right on the TV: an advanced movie, photo,
and music experience; sur¿ng the Internet
on a full web browser; using applications
such as Facebook and Twitter; and being
able to watch Video on Demand. There
are over 200 free and paid apps available
for download from the app store (just like
on your smartphone). Similar to the sharing capability of Apple products, Samsung’s Allshare technology allows content
sharing with compatible Galaxy Tablets
and mobile phones. The Smart Hub is
navigated by the Smart Touch Controller
and becomes fairly easy to operate once
you get the hang of it.
After spending about a month using the
TV’s online capability, I had mixed feelings about using the TV as the source for
my online entertainment. Initially there
was a “cool factor” about it but that quickly wore off. The TV is much slower more
cumbersome at accessing and navigating
online content and is no match for my PC
or Mac Mini hooked up to one of TV’s
the inputs. I did give it a fair chance by
playing with it for such a long time. It
de¿nitely comes in handy and does the job
if you don’t want to connect a computer to
your TV as a source component. But because I had my PC connected via HDMI,
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I found myself always going back to
the PC for everything that I wanted
to do online. The
image quality was
also substantially
improved this way.
Maybe it’s familiarity, maybe convenience,
or maybe a bit of both. As
a result, I began wondering whether we need TV to
replicate what we already
have on so many devices
such as smartphones, tablets
and computers. Do we really need to access Facebook
through the TV too? Perhaps
all of this will make more
sense in the future as TV processor speeds improve and
navigation controls evolve.
For now, I prefer just to
watch conventional content
on my TV.
As in the past, this Samsung
TV didn’t disappoint when
delivering pictures. All picture modes can be calibrated
to the best they allow, with
canadahi¿.com/forum. I will brieÀy menthe exception of when you’re
using the Smart TV apps. The menu gives tion in this review that this TV closely
an on-screen explanation of how each im- conforms to the TV standard and those
age adjustment affects the picture, which who enjoy the most accurate picture will
eliminates the need to refer to the paper be excited to get this television calibratmanual. Like last year’s D8000 series, the ed in both 2D and 3D modes. The UNamount of control Samsung offers for im- 55ES8000F can convert 2D content to 3D
age parameters is mind boggling for the and comes supplied with with four active,
novice and without an understanding of lighter weight, third generation 3D glasses
the video system and capable measuring which are much more comfortable than
instruments, they will most often be left any other pair I previously used.
After tweaking the TV to test patterns, it
untouched. Samsung has rightly buried all
of the advanced controls in the “advanced” was now time to evaluate its true perforand “picture options” sub-menus. Video mance. I started with some over-the-air
calibrators may ¿nd it a bit cumbersome HD programming and have to say that I
to navigate so deep in a menu structure for really enjoy Samsung’s menus for checksingle adjustments (an advanced menu hot ing signal strength, programming and
key on a remote would be a great addi- navigating over-the-air channels. The imtion). For those of you interested in hav- age quality was far superior compared to
ing this reference video display calibrated, HD cable and satellite, simply because the
Samsung offers both 2-point and 10-point signal is less compressed. Whether I was
systems for precision gray scale and gam- watching TV shows or newscasts on CBC
ma adjustments, as well as a functioning in 720p or on CTV in 1080i, the Samsung
Colour Management System (CMS). All did not disappoint. The image was sharp
calibration results of this set will be avail- and detailed with no noticeable edge enable on the CANADA HiFi forum at www. hancements even with the controls for this
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function turned off.
example, I found using this feature for na- and lower colour resolution. I believe in
To test this TV’s video performance with tive 1080p/24 frames per second a good quality over convenience and right now
Blu-ray discs, I began with the medical thing in either standard or custom mode. there’s too wide of a gap between conconspiracy ¿lm Coma (1978) starring Mi- Clarity was excellent and blurring was venience and quality. The image quality
chael Douglas and Genevieve Bujold. An absent once getting used to the new look, sacri¿ce from streamed video was just too
odd selection? Maybe, but Warner Bros a look that you’ll need to experience for much for me. We’re still some time away
does a great job at delivering catalogue yourself to fully understand. But I found from substituting discs for downloads.
titles to Blu-ray. The UN55ES8000F kept that the feature did not work so well for The point is that you won’t experience
the look of ¿lm intact, even though I was 1080p/60 and 1080i sources. Resolution the full capability of this television if you
watching 1080p video. There wasn’t a tests showed that in addition to enhanced stream most of your video content from
trace of digital artefacts that I could con- edges, there was smearing in ¿ne moving apps such as YouTube or devices like the
sider objectionable when considering the detail despite the reduction in blur as well Apple TV. To truly take advantage of this
current video standards. Skin tones were as the occasional hiccup with skipping TV you’ll de¿nitely want to watch Blu-ray
fair, black level was decent for an older frames (it looked like the video jumped). discs on it. Its video streaming capability
¿lm, and white level didn’t appear peaked. Once you determine what’s best for your can be considered as an added bonus.
When adjusting the backlight, the TV ex- viewing, you’ll need to decide whether
Viewing pictures from my digital camcelled at competing with ambient light it’s worth your time to activate or deacti- era on the other hand was quite a big
and performed better in this regard than vate this feature depending on signal type. surprise. With the Mac Mini feeding the
any plasma television could.
When viewing this ¿lm, the television signal via HDMI, my photo collection on
I also viewed the Wrath of the Titans provided just as much visual stimulation this calibrated TV set offered depth and
(2012) Blu-ray, starring Sam Worthing- as the Samsung’s latest plasma TV with realism that I’ve never noticed before on
ton and Liam Neeson, a ¿lm that I used to just slightly less colour ¿delity and with a my computer monitor. This was de¿nitely
review Samsung’s PN64E8000 plasma in black level that left little to be desired. I an enjoyable experience.
the previous issue. This fast moving ¿lm still prefer the uniform black level of the
Samsung is consistently advancing the
put the TV’s motion response time to the plasma, but when the LED’s lamp level is picture quality and pushing the envelope
test. Often criticized for lagging behind brought up higher for brighter room envi- of smart TV functionality with each new
plasma televisions, LCD motion response ronments, this LED TV may be the pre- generation of its TVs. The UN55ES8000F
has improved over the years. The result ferred television for dark, fast action ¿lms is one of the highest performance 2D and
is that faster moving images look clearer and gaming.
3D LED TVs available in stores today and
on the screen. Since all televisions reduce
The new Bluetooth 3D glasses are sig- with a price of $2,799 it should be attainresolution when displaying moving ob- ni¿cantly lighter in weight from last year. able to all who appreciate a good quality
jects, Samsung offers two features – called Since I haven’t purchased any 3D movies picture. Its smart TV functionality, while
LED Motion Plus and Auto Motion Plus lately, I continue to spin my favourite fa- not something I would take advantage
- to help eliminate this “blurry” problem. miliar clips from the IMAX 3D Under the of very often, will surely be embraced
Both are on/off selectable and the latter is Sea and Hubble, as well as The Polar Ex- by some users and show the company’s
adjustable in varying amounts. I did not press and Final Destination 5. I looked for forward-thinking approach to product
detect a visual advantage using LED Mo- any obvious signs of ghosting with little development. And for this, we can all be
tion Plus. Aside from making the picture success. 3D has truly gotten much better grateful.
a bit darker, I struggled to ¿nd a difference since its introduction and crosstalk was
when viewing a variety of moving resolu- very minimal on this Samsung TV. All 3D Mike Osadciw is a THX/ISF Professiontion patterns from a video pattern genera- glasses dim the picture, so the TV kicks al Video Calibrator/Instructor with The
tor and real life video content. Hence I de- itself into a brighter picture mode to offset Highest Fidelity
cided to leave this feature off. Activating the glasses. The image did look spectac- (905) 730-5996,
Auto Motion Plus created a new “look” to ular after calibration, perhaps even a bit info@thehighest¿delity.com,
video that most people aren’t accustomed better than the plasma I tested previously www.thehighest¿delity.com
to. With this feature enabled the image because of the increased light output from
looked clear and devoid of blur, but also the LED backlight. While I didn’t test it,
quickinfo
unnaturally sped-up and made ¿lm look I can only imagine that 3D gaming would
like it was shot with a hand-held video be terri¿c on this panel.
camera. It’s a choice one needs to make
During the review I also tried watching
Samsung
before investing time in front of this tele- some 1080p streamed video but quickly
www.samsung.ca
vision. There are four different Motion decided that it looked rather disappointing.
1-800-726-7864
Plus options in this menu, one being cus- This TV is just too revealing of the unsighttomizable to personal taste. This feature liness of streamed video when compared
Samsung UN55ES8000F 3D LED
in general can have both a positive and to a Blu-ray disc. Regardless of the image
TV
negative effect on resolution integrity setting, NetÀix and Apple TV looked soft
Price: $2,799 CAD
depending on the signal being fed. For and exhibited video blocking, low detail,
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Chord Electronics Chordette QuteHD DAC
Phil Gold
England’s Chord Electronics is one of
those few ¿rms that travels its own path,
completely ignoring conventional wisdom. Among its many innovations are
high frequency switching power supplies,
MOSFET transistors made exclusively for
Chord Electronics by a UK semiconductor manufacturer, staggeringly original
casework which includes glass portholes
to view the exquisite circuit layout and
unique digital ¿ltering and digital to analog conversion technology. You won’t
¿nd this company buying in the latest
commercial DAC chipsets like most of
its competitors. You might think all this
would come at a price, and you’d be
right. In 2009 I had the gorgeous Chord
QBD76 DAC in for an extended audition
and found it to be an extraordinary piece receivers for each input, input switching, while all controls have been replaced by
of work. It listed for $6,495 US and I felt clocking, Isochronous USB timing and automatic selection algorithms.
Like all the products in the Chordette
it offered strong value for money at that digital Phase Lock Looping (PLL), WTA
price. Today the latest version of that unit, interpolation ¿ltering (a Chord exclusive), line and unlike almost every other DAC
the QB76 HDSD has traded in the Blue- DSD over USB support and the propri- out there, the QuteHD can be partnered by
tooth option in favour of DSD and other etary Pulse Array DAC. A separate FPGA a matching rack or carry case, along with
hi-res streaming through its USB port, chip handles asynchronous USB commu- a range of similarly packaged components.
The serious reviewer accumulates some
making it even more desirable albeit at a nication and isolates the DAC clocks from
the computer. Each sample rate clock is tricks of the trade to enable him to difsigni¿cantly increased price.
Wouldn’t it be nice if someone could generated discretely using highly accurate ferentiate between closely matched combring us something that sounds exactly crystal oscillators for optimum perfor- ponents. He will have multiple sets of
the same but costs a small fraction of the mance and ultra-low jitter performance. matched power cords, interconnects and
price, say $1,795. Ideally it would retain As the signal frequency changes, different speaker cables for example, and multiple
the stunning looks and that signature port- coloured LEDs light up the interior, vis- copies of the same excellent recordings,
often repeated again in multiple formats.
hole. Is it possible? Probably not, but I’m ible through the porthole.
The two models differ in the number of An ampli¿er with a digitally calibrated
here to tell you, you’ll need to work extremely hard to tell the new QuteHD DAC inputs (down from 7 to 3), and the QuteHD volume control (in dB) and holding sepafrom its big brother sonically. There are lacks balanced analog outputs and provi- rate settings for each input is a huge addifferences, but so slight they are almost sion for user selectable RAM buffering or vantage. Multiple unbalanced inputs are
immaterial. And the looks are still impres- phase selection. Some items are simpli- often available, but how many listeners
sive, if not quite the same high zoot level. ¿ed, such as the use of a single outboard have access to more than one set of balpower supply instead of separate power anced inputs on our ampli¿ers? You also
How has Chord done this?
The QuteHD is based on the same ar- supply stages for each section of the unit. need an accurate sound pressure meter
chitecture as the QBD76 HDSD. At the The QBD76 HDSD has its output con- such as the excellent ATI SLM-100 and
core is a Xilinx Field Programmable Gate structed from 32 stages compared to just a test disc such as the Nordost System
Array (FPGA) chip that allows Chord to 8 in the QuteHD and big brother’s conver- Setup and Tuning Disc. You also need excon¿gure the hardware architecture with- sion stage implements a far more complex tremely well-resolving, wide-bandwidth
in the chip, making updates and design algorithm with a longer tap length. The components across the board and a vast
changes easy. This chip handles the digital new chassis is also smaller and less rigid, repertoire of music from small scale to
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full orchestra, and from Bert Jansch to in how it Àoated a larger, more relaxed im- So I pressed the excellent Meridian G08
Led Zeppelin.
age into the room, more three dimensional CD Player into service using a second
For this particular review I needed my and natural. I must emphasize that these copy of the same material. I sent its balwhole bag of tricks to assess the new differences were hard to detect by simple anced analog output into the same preamp
Chord because its performance was off A/B switching. I had to listen to entire for comparison purposes, and directed its
the scale and dramatically close to the tracks and immerse myself deeply into the optical digital output to the Chord, which
reference quality EMM Labs DAC2X music for the bene¿ts of the more expen- fed the preamp over its analog output (un($15,500) that’s been through my hands sive gear to become apparent.
balanced).
recently.
Other high resolution material, mostly
This is where I almost fell off my chair.
The ¿rst and simplest test is a compari- 96/24 computer ¿les but also some 192/24 While the EMM Labs held a clear lead
son of SACD playback from the EMM material showed the superb abilities of the over the G08 through their respective anaLabs XDS1 against this little DAC. Wait little Chord and revealed all the expected log balanced outputs, the Meridian’s digia minute – surely this DAC cannot take bene¿ts of the high bit density over nor- tal output passed through the Chord DAC
input from an SACD player? You’d be mal Redbook CD (44.1/16).
closed almost all the gaps between them.
right of course. The XDS1 can output a
Any high-end DAC should do well un- This shows the Chord DAC using unbalder these circum- anced interconnects outperforming the alstances.
Most ready excellent Meridian’s built in DAC
will not be able section with bene¿t of a balanced connecto accept the tion. Only very close listening could deDSD
material clare a winner between the Chord and the
and some that do EMM Labs. As before it’s the holographic
will convert it imaging of the EMM Labs that gives it the
the PCM before title. Dynamics were equally superb both
converting digital ways, tonal colour matched closely, resoto analog, which lution was indistinguishable.
is likely to imI’ve gone into a lot of technical detail
pair performance. here because I need it to back up my conThe Chord and clusion. The Chord QuteHD performs
the DAC2X both at an astonishing level, challenging the
perform conver- very best digital converters available at
sion of DSD to any price and running rings around most
analog directly.
competitors. It will do a superb job with
Now for the computer audio no matter what the format
acid test. How and will be a great upgrade for the DAC
does the Chord section of almost all CD players on the
DSD stream over EMM OptiLink optical cope with the lower resolution signal market. It’s ready for even higher resoluconnections but the Chord has no such in- from a standard CD? CD really separates tion digital formats up to 384kHz/32 bit.
put. But the Chord is one of the ¿rst of a the winners from the rest of the pack And the Qute is cute.
new breed of DACs that can stream DSD among DACs. All sorts of tricks are used
No reservations from me - it’s sensaover USB from a computer using the new to cope with the inadequate bit-depth of tional.
DoP 1.0 protocol, just like the revised the Redbook standard, chosen as it was
Chord QB76 HDSD and the EMM Labs to allow Beethoven’s 9th Symphony to ¿t
quickinfo
DAC2X. I could compare downloaded onto a single silver disc at its then current
DSD format music directly to the match- capacity limit. All sorts of choices are ining SACD disc playing in synchronized volved in the methods of digital ¿ltering,
Chord Electronics
time on the SACD player through its bal- upsampling and oversampling techniques,
www.chordelectronics.co.uk
anced outputs. I used JRiver Media Centre digital clocking, jitter reduction, multi-bit,
+44 1622 721444
17 on a Windows 7 laptop for this purpose. sigma-delta or 1-bit conversion and noise
Chord provides detailed setup instructions. shaping, but the details while interesting
Distributed in Canada by
A set of the Beethoven Symphonies and are far less important than how well it all
Bluebird Music Ltd
Kind of Blue from Miles Davis provided works in practice.
www.bluebirdmusic.com
the source material for this test and the
I setup the EMM Labs XDS1 disc player
416-638-8207
results were amazingly close. There was to feed a balanced analog signal to the
very little difference in terms of tonality or preamp. Sadly it offers no digital output
Chord Electronics Chordette
de¿nition or even frequency response be- that the Chord can accept. Big brother
QuteHD DAC
tween the two carefully matched sources. QB76 has AES/EBU DIN digital inputs
Price: $1,795
Where the XDS1 did come out ahead was but that’s been sacri¿ced on the QuteHD.
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MK Sound MK150THX 5.1 Speaker System
Suave Kajko
Have you ever wondered about what
kind of audio systems professional
studios use for engineering movie
soundtracks? MK Sound has long
been a popular choice for professional studios and over the years has
made its way into thousands of home
theatres around the world. MK Sound
speakers have been used for sound
mixing and editing of countless
blockbuster movie soundtracks such
as Star Wars Episodes I through III,
the Lord of the Rings trilogy, Pearl
Harbour, Black Hawk Down and
Iron Man - just to mention a few. It
is also the speaker brand of choice
by companies like Dolby Labs and
DTS. Heck, even the famous Skywalker Ranch is equipped with an
MK Sound system. The company
attributes much of the success thanks
to its MK 150THX System which
we’re looking at in this very review.
There really is a lot of history to get
excited about here. For those of you
who haven’t heard of MK Sound before, here’s a brief background. The
company’s origin dates back to the
early 1970s in California, where the
and the MX-250 subwoofer ($1,950). As tical to each other, with the exception of
company was founded under its original the system’s name implies this is a THX driver con¿guration. There are two conname - M&K Sound - by an owner of an Ultra2 certi¿ed system, guaranteeing that ¿gurations of this speaker – a Left channel
audio store and an audio designer. Among it meets the rigorous THX standards for model and a Right/Centre channel model.
its many accolades, in 1997 M&K Sound accurate sound delivery. The total price Each speaker is nearly a perfect cube –
introduced the industry’s ¿rst internally for this systems amounts to $9,450. Two measuring 12.5” x 10.5” x 12.5” – and
powered subwoofer. In 2007, after count- other speaker models are available in weighs 21 lbs. Removing the cloth grille
less accomplishments and nearly forty the MK 150 series – the S-150T Tripole reveals that these speakers don’t follow
years in business, the company closed its speaker and the MP-150 on-wall speaker a conventional design. The front bafÀe
doors but was quickly resurrected by a – as well as a larger subwoofer called the houses two 5.25” polypropylene woofers
Danish company with a re¿ned name of MX-350MKII.
and an unusual number of tweeters - three
MK Sound. Luckily, instead of redesignUnlike most speaker manufacturers, MK 1” fabric-dome tweeters to be exact. The
ing the product line completely, the new Sound does not offer a choice of ¿nish tweeters are arranged in a vertical stack,
owners decided to stick with the original or colour. What you see in the picture each housed within its own dampened
speaker designs, with only slight updates. above is what you get – a black satin ¿n- chamber, and separated on the outside by
The 5.1-channel MK 150THX system ish. Instead the company focuses strictly foam ridges. This tweeter array presents a
that I examine in this review consists of on the performance of its products. The wider than usual horizontal dispersion and
¿ve S-150MKII speakers ($1,500 each) ¿ve S-150MKII speakers are almost iden- promises outstanding accuracy and detail.
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It also results in a narrower vertical dispersion which comes with a bene¿t of minimizing reÀected sound. The S-150MKII
has a built-in proprietary Phase-Focused
crossover which combines three key design elements: Time Domain Analysis,
Frequency Domain Analysis and Point-inSpace Analysis. Unlike other crossover
designs which consider frequency response on one axis, this design takes into
account various angles along the vertical
and horizontal planes. As a result this
speaker claims to present a very smooth
frequency response over a wide listening
window and a better focused and coherent on-axis performance. The S-150MKII
has an impedance of 4 ohms, therefore a
powerful enough amp needs to be mated
with it. It has a frequency response rated
from 77 Hz to 20 kHz (+/- 3dB) and a recommended power handling of 25 to 400
watts.
The MX-250 subwoofer included with
my review set is the smaller of the two
models in this series. It utilizes a pair
of long-throw 12 inch, coated pulp cone,
magnetically shielded drivers that
function in a push-pull con¿guration,
housed in a sealed enclosure. As the
model name suggests, this subwoofer is powered by a discrete 250 watt
on-board ampli¿er which uses MK
Sound’s Balanced Push-Pull Dual
Drive Ampli¿er technology, with
proprietary Headroom Maximizer
IV circuitry to prevent ampli¿er clipping. Its in-room frequency response
is rated down to 20Hz (+-3dB). The
back panel offers both speaker level
and line level connections for maximum compatibility with all home
theatre components and a three position power switch (on/auto/off). Dials for Phase, Low Pass Filter and
Bass Level round out the rear panel.
The MX-250 can be daisy-chained
with another subwoofer for those
who wish to incorporate two subwoofers in their setup.
But enough of the technical stuff.
The real test is of course how they
perform in a home theatre environment. In most cases, including mine,
setup of a speaker system like this
will require ¿ve speaker stands. The
front and rear L/R channels can be
placed on any speaker stands with
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a large enough base. The centre channel
is far too large for my TV stand, or any
conventional TV stand for that matter, so
I had to place it in front of the stand on a
temporary stack of books.
It needs to be noted that the S-150MKII
speakers are rated at 4 ohms and present
a more challenging load for an ampli¿er. Therefore these speakers need to be
matched with a suitably powerful ampli¿er or AV receiver. I used two AV receivers
during my tests – a Pioneer Elite SC-07
and an Arcam FMJ AVR600. The Pioneer
worked perfectly well with the MK Sound
speakers but the Arcam de¿nitely pushed
the sound performance to a much higher
level.
I normally start my tests with music
but this time I decided to begin with a
few ¿lms. And what better place to start
than Tron: Legacy on Blu-ray, one of my
recent sci-¿ favorites. A well engineered
soundtrack, along with Daft Punk’s powerful score, is sure to give any audio system a proper workout. As main character
Sam gets picked up by a spacecraft in-

side “the grid”, my room literally shook
as the engines of the craft rumbled. The
MX-250 subwoofer delivered a powerful but well articulated bass. When the
spacecraft Àew from behind me on to the
screen, the MK Sound system created a
frightening, hyper realistic sensation as
if something actually Àew from behind
me and above my head. Meanwhile the
dialogue between the characters was consistently clear. Not once did I struggle
to hear what the characters were saying
during the loudest of ¿lm passages. As
the games began and the players started
tossing the discs at each other, the sound
effects travelled in a most precise manner
between all of the speakers. The sonic
transitions from channel to channel were
completely seamless. The cheering of the
crowd during the games made me feel as
if was sitting right there with the audience
in the stadium. Watching scenes from
Tron was just sheer pleasure. It appeared
that my reference Monitor Audio Gold
GX 5.1 speaker system had met a worthy
contender. Not on the visual side because
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the Monitor Audio speakers are knock out but this time around it was an entirely difgorgeous next to the MK Sound speakers, ferent experience. The MK Sound system
but certainly on the performance side.
threw me right into the middle of the acKeeping with the sci-¿ genre, I thought tion. Planes were Àying over my head.
it’d be fun to watch one of the Star Wars Heavy artillery shells and bullets zoomed
movies that was mastered on MK Sound across the battle¿eld. Conversations bespeakers. And so inside the Blu-ray tween the soldiers varied from shouting to
player went Episode III: Revenge of the whispering but the dialogue was always
Sith. Right from the opening credits, ac- clear. Everything about this presentation
companied by John William’s score, I was realistic and terrifying. A war movie
knew I was in for a treat. To say that I buff like myself couldn’t be more satis¿ed
was pleased with the sound would be a with the experience. At this point I clearly
huge understatement. I felt that what I understood why so many professional stuwas getting here was a truly cinematic dios choose MK Sound speakers.
audio experience that’s closer to a full
I then decided to switch paces and listen
blown movie theatre than a home speaker to some music. Just a minute into Pink
system. This MK Sound system had an Floyd’s Wish You Were Here SACD I was
exquisite ability to create a presence of completely mesmerized by the awesome
characters and environments, and showed surround interpretation of this classic ala great accuracy in soundstage control. I bum. The clarity and detail delivery were
tried all four seats in my home theatre terri¿c. The speakers delivered a crispy
and the uniformity of sound delivery was clean midrange with good realism of voone of the best I’ve heard in my room to cals and instruments. I really enjoyed
date. The layers upon layers of sound in the tonal uniformity and balance of the
this ¿lm can make even a good speaker 360 degree sound¿eld - a bene¿t of being
system struggle but that was far from what surrounded by ¿ve identical speakers. In
I was experiencing here. All of the indi- this regard, the MK Sound system survidual layers blended perfectly together, passed my Monitor Audio system. The
yet each one had a precise de¿nition. As acoustic guitar strings sounded genuine
the ¿lm advanced, I once again marveled and the drums had the right amount of
at how remarkable this system was at cre- pizzazz. While listening to several other
ating truly convincing sonic environments. multi-channel SACDs, such as the Beatles’
Believe me, I’ve watched this movie on “Love” and Dire Straits’ “Brothers In Arms”
many speaker systems but few had en- albums, this MK Sound system continued
gaged me quite as much as this MK Sound to shine in its ability to envelop me in a
system. Thanks to their generous size, the seamless three dimensional soundstage.
S-150MKII speakers offered a rich, lowIf you use your home theatre system
reaching frequency response from the sur- to listen to 2-channel music, you’ll be
round channels, much like my Monitor pleased to know that this speaker system
Audio speakers. This offered a far greater also does well here. I listened to discs of
engagement and envelopment in the mov- various genres, ranging from classical to
ies I watched compared to speaker sys- rock to vocal. The S-150MKII pair detems that use smaller or more directional livered a clean midrange with great desurround speakers.
tails and stereo imaging. Both voices and
During the time that the MK Sound instruments were delivered with a good
system spent at my house, I had the op- amount of authenticity. Compared to my
portunity to watch more than a dozen reference Monitor Audio Gold GX 200
movies. There was something about the Àoorstanders, I did however ¿nd the MK
sound of these speakers that kept drawing Sound speakers to be a little less musical
me back to my basement home theatre. I in their presentation. Their presentation
also watched several episodes of HBO’s wasn’t quite as three dimensional when
fantastic The Paci¿c series, which left a playing as a stereo pair and I never manlasting impression. The dynamics of this aged to get lost in the music. Their bass
series make it a really great test for any extension also wasn’t as deep, nor was
home theatre system. I originally watched there as much air between vocals and
some of these episodes on the Paradigm instruments. To be fair though, the GX
MilleniaOne speakers in my living room, 200’s are signi¿cantly more expensive
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than a pair of the S-150MKII speakers
($5,000 versus $3,000). Nevertheless,
music in stereo was perfectly enjoyable.
This MK Sound speaker system may not
be the most décor-friendly or easiest to
place in a room. Each of the S-150MKII
speakers is about the size of a little subwoofer and its solid black ¿nish doesn’t
help when trying to integrate them in the
room. The centre channel will be a challenge to place for those who have a TV sitting on a typical TV stand. If your room
doesn’t have enough space to house a pair
of the S-150MKIIs at the back of the room,
you might want to consider the less obtrusive S-150T Tripole speaker ($1,900/pair)
or the MP-150 on-wall speaker ($1,300
each). MK Sound understands that some
consumers want the bene¿t of their speakers but don’t necessarily need to see them
at all –and the company has you covered
here as well. Those building a new home
theatre room, or willing to ¿sh wires inside existing walls, should take a look
at the IW-150 in-wall speakers ($1,300
each) – these are the in-wall equivalent
of the S-150MKII. Another solution to
hide the speakers in your room would
be to place them behind an acoustically
transparent screen or inside custom built
enclosures, which will make the speakers
disappear altogether. One thing is for sure
- if you’re looking for a clean, detailed and
immersive sound in your home theatre
there is no question that this is de¿nitely
one sound system you should consider.
When the lights go out you’ll be rewarded
with a true theatrical sound experience.

quickinfo
MK Sound
www.mksoundsystem.com
Distributed in Canada by
Paci¿c Cabling Solutions
www.paci¿ccabling.com
1-800-946-0669
MK Sound MK150THX 5.1
Speaker System
Price (CAD):
S-150MKII speakers ($1,500 each)
MX-250 subwoofer ($1,950)
5.1 system as tested: $9,450
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